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The Tao Te Ching 道 (or the more modern spelling: Dao de Jing), is said to be one of
the most translated texts in the world, second to only the Bible. So, “Why is another
translated version of the Tao Te Ching necessary?” you might ask.If you have ever
before read a translation of the Tao Te Ching, you have inevitably come across one of
three common variations: 1) a translation by a non-native English speaker whose
writing style is not so familiar or easily comprehensible, 2) a translation by a Western
academic who, focusing on historical and political context, includes a plethora of dry
factual information, or 3) a translation that appears rather mystical, abstruse,
spiritual and poetic, but written by someone who lacks understanding and familiarity
of the Chinese language and, consequently, the actual source of the Tao Te Ching.Chen
Zhi-qiang's new version, The Practical Tao Te Ching of Lao-zi, takes a fresh and original
perspective by interpreting the Chinese language source while considering the
fundamental Tao sensibilities of: Non-duality, impermanence, wu-wei (non-striving),
nature and naturalness, and Virtue. Read the Tao Te Ching with these basic Tao
concepts in mind and realize what truths Lao-zi recognizes about the nature of our
humanity, our existential reality, and our shared human condition.
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Te Ching 道 (or the more modern spelling: Dao de Jing), is said to be one of the most
translated texts in the world, second to only the Bible.1 So, Why is another translated
version of the Tao Te Ching necessary? you might ask.An American friend had been
reading a translation of the Tao Te Ching and commented that it seemed too esoteric
and ambiguous to be of much value.“Well, if you first understand the basic Taoist
principles, then it’s easier to understand,” I suggested.“But how can you know the
basic principles if you haven’t read the texts?”“Hmm, that’s an excellent question.”I
first became familiar with Taoist thought when I was living in Taiwan. My
conversations with Taiwanese friends would regularly lead to the names Lao-zi and
Zhuang-zi of Taoist renown. The Taoist stories my friends shared with me were often
not only entertaining but also insightful and thought-provoking. My interest in the Tao
was thus inspired.My initial attempts at understanding the Tao Te Ching came through
English translations written by Chinese academics and scholars. I found them, however,
as my friend may attest, tending toward the mystical and abstruse, and not written in
a style of English prose I found so familiar or easily comprehensible. I suppose I could
have sat there ruminating and meditating on it all, but I did not. Instead, I turned to
the translated works of Western academics. Focused on political and historical
context, scholarly and dry, these versions were not especially poetic, inspiring, or
enlightening (or enjoyable to read for that matter). The third commonly found
approach to translating the Tao Te Ching is the poetic one, and this is where I ended
up, eventually coming upon a popular English version that appeared relatively lucid and
seemingly infused with insight and wisdom. Because why is one inspired to contemplate
a writing such as the Tao Te Ching anyway, if it is it not to seek some truth about the
nature of our humanity, our existential reality, our human condition?After several
years of living in Taiwan and studying Chinese, I decided one day to read a Chinese
version of the Tao Te Ching and compare it to the various English translations I had
earlier read. Ah, now, I kind of got it. The “it” being not a clear, concise understanding
of the meaning of the Tao Te Ching but rather why it read as such an enigmatic piece
of writing. Moreover, when I reviewed the popular English version (the one I had
previously considered lucid and insightful) against the Chinese version, I found the
English translation to have some verses that were completely missing and others that
seemed to be created totally out of whole cloth. Further research revealed that this



Western author had created his popularly-received interpretation by reading the
English translations of others, adding his own mystical and spiritual tendencies, and
stirring it all into a poetic brew of what he imagined the Taoist notions to be. Of
course, every person is bound to have his or her own interpretations, but if one is not
elucidating on a document from its original source, why claim any expositions as a
translation? Why not call the work something more appropriate such as, “The Tao of
Mr. or Ms. XYZ.” Not so mystical-sounding, nor marketable, I admit.If I were going to
genuinely contemplate this text called the Tao Te Ching, then, I preferred to consider
an accurate representation of it, not someone’s personally contrived imaginings of it.
This returned me to translations by academics and scholars. While it seemed more
likely I would be able to find a clear and concise interpretation of the Tao Te
Ching from one who had a thorough knowledge of the Chinese language and culture, I
found this was not necessarily so.Enigma and AmbiguityThe fact that scholars still
debate whether 老子—Lao-zi (or Lau Tzu), the stated author of the Tao Te Ching, is a
true historical figure, a legendary figure, or as is often argued: that the Tao Te Ching is
derived from the writings of various authors,2 does not bode well for those depending
on academia for an understanding of the Tao Te Ching.Regardless of one’s level of
scholarship, the difficulty accurately interpreting a classical Chinese text begins with
the structure of the Chinese language. Here are four reasons traditional Chinese texts
are not easily translated:1. Chinese, traditionally, has no punctuation;2. a single
Chinese character can have a variety of meanings;3. pronoun reference errors are
commonly encountered;4. Chinese writing often makes references to standard literary
works of the era.1. Punctuation, or the Lack ThereofWhat is the value of punctuation?
Do we really need those marks and typographic symbols to clearly convey meaning in a
printed or written text? Well, yes, as a matter of fact, we do. As the writer and
journalist Lynne Truss wittily points out in her popular book Eats, Shoots & Leaves:
The Zero Tolerance Approach to Punctuation, punctuation is vital to precise expression
and understanding of the written word. Compare how punctuation affects the meaning
of the following sentences:1. A woman, without her man, is nothing.2. A woman:
without her, man is nothing.3And how about the joke that inspires the title of Ms.
Truss’ book:A panda walks into a café. He orders a sandwich, eats it, then draws a gun
and fires two shots in the air.“Why?” asks the confused waiter, as the panda makes
towards the exit. The panda produces a badly punctuated wildlife manual and tosses it
over his shoulder.“I’m a panda,” he says at the door. “Look it up.”The waiter turns to
the relevant entry and, sure enough, finds an explanation.“Panda. Large black-and-
white bear-like mammal, native to China. Eats, shoots and leaves.”4(Compare the last
sentence to the comma-less: “Eats [bamboo] shoots and leaves.”)Punctuation markings
and symbols are a modern addition to the written Chinese language; in the past, there



were none. In previous days, the reader of a Chinese text determined for oneself where
one phrase ended and another began, where one sentence concluded and another
initiated. A lack of punctuation markings and symbols, as the above examples
demonstrate, can result in a single text being interpreted any number of ways.2. One
word and a range of possibilitiesAs with most languages, a single word might be used
to express a variety of meanings. The Chinese word 故 (gù), for example, can be used to
mean: (n.) acquaintance, cause, friend, happening, instance, reason; (v.) to die; (adv.)
therefore, hence, intentionally; or (adj.) old, deceased—and so on. Imagine a line of ten
characters with each word having such a vast array of possible definitions and,
therefore, interpretations.3. The Pronoun Reference ErrorIn the Chinese language,
pronouns are often not clearly differentiated (or the subject of a sentence is not
clearly identified); the result can be a sentence which contains, what we call in English
grammar, a “pronoun reference error.” The following examples illustrate the ambiguity
one encounters in these types of sentences.• After Lauren gave Joanne the money, she
left.Who left? Lauren or Karen?• The old man told the boy that he was being followed
by thieves.Who was being followed? The boy or the old man?• Mike asked the young
man what had happened to his car.Whose car was it? Mike’s or the young man’s?How
can a person know with certainty whom the pronoun is referencing? One cannot. When
sentences such as these appear in the Chinese language, the reader must reference the
greater context of the writing before attempting to accurately interpret the
meaning. Consider the first three verses from Chapter 1 of the Tao Te Ching.1. 道可道，
非常道。名可名，非常名。The Tao that can be told is not the eternal Tao. The name that
can be named is not the eternal name.2. 無名天地之始。有名萬物之母。The nameless is
the beginning of heaven and earth.The named is the mother of ten thousand things.—
Gia-fu Feng and Jane EnglishThis translation, taken from Gia-fu Feng’s and Jane
English’s Lao Tsu: Tao Te Ching,5 renders the first two verses consistently with the
Chinese text. The following verse, however, becomes a bit problematic as it contains
the undefined pronoun “其”.3. 故常無欲以其妙。常有欲以其。Ever desireless, one can
see the mystery. Ever desiring, one can see the manifestations.—Gia-fu Feng and Jane
EnglishIn Gia-fu Feng’s and Jane English’s version, this word “其” and its meaning is
simply omitted. If one were to follow the Chinese text, this third verse could be
translated to read something like this:Ever desireless, one can see its/his/her/their/
such mystery. Ever desiring, one can see its/his/her/their/such manifestations.But,
then, what is the “its/his/her/their/such” referring to, the
“mystery” and “manifestations” of what, exactly? It is no wonder we can find myriad
interpretations of the same verse:Truly, “Only he that rids himself forever of desire
can see the Secret Essences”;He that has never rid himself of desire can see only the
Outcomes.—Arthur Waley6Hence always rid yourself of desires in order to observe its



secrets;But always allow yourself to have desires in order to observe its
manifestations.—D.C. Lau7So, as ever hidden, we should look at its inner essence:As
always manifest, we should look at its outer aspects.—John C. H. Wu8Always
passionless, thereby observe the subtle;ever intent, thereby observe the apparent.—
Thomas Cleary9So the unwanting soulsees what’s hidden,and the ever-wanting
soul sees only what it wants.—Ursula K. Le Guin10Free from desire, you realize the
mystery.Caught in desire, you see only the manifestations.—Stephen Mitchell114.
Referring to the KnownChinese literature often includes metaphors and idioms that
reference literary works or common historical or legendary events of the era. Without
this familiarity, can a modern reader accurately interpret a group of words whose
meaning is not literal?The Philosophical ApproachLet us now return to our original
enquiry: “Why is another version of the Tao Te Ching necessary?” If one is curious
whether this particular ancient Chinese text can offer, as I have suggested, some truth
or insight into the nature of our humanity, our existential reality, our human condition,
then a meaningful version of the Tao Te Ching should be one that:• is a faithful
representation of the original text;• is lucid, rational, and common-sensical;• is
interpreted with a sensibility to the foundational philosophical Taoist principles of: 1)
non-duality, 2) impermanence, 3) non-striving, and 4) naturalness. (Accordingly, one
need first be familiar with these four basic principles of Taoist thought.)1. Non-duality
and 2. Impermanence As I wrote in my previous book , the fundamental concepts of non-
duality and impermanence can be observed in the well-known Taoist symbol the taijitu
(太極), more commonly referred to, in the West, as the “yin-yang symbol”.Made up of a
circle intersected with a curving line that separates the circle into halves, the white
half represents the yáng (陽) state, and contains a small black dot. The other half is
black and contains a small white dot; this half represents the yīn (陰) state. Note that
as the white yáng state reaches its peak, a black yīn dot appears, leading to the birth
of the black yīn state, which then develops to its culmination, where the white yáng
dot appears, leading back to the birth of the white yáng state.Although the two halves
may appear to represent opposites, they are not in opposition. One cannot exist
without the other. The yīn state and the yáng state are complementary and
interdependent, two halves of an absolute whole. One does not have more value, is not
more essential, is not more desired or avoided than the other. This is non-duality.As
the yīn state arises from the yáng state and the yáng state arises from the yīn state,
we can observe a cycle of continuous transition and flux, the impermanence and ever-
changing transformation of compounded phenomena, energy perpetually shifting from
potential to kinetic to potential to kinetic ad infinitum, constantly evolving toward a
state of the absolute—natural, balanced, effortless, and whole.In the non-dualistic
view, there is nothing desirable or undesirable, better or worse. Consider creation and



destruction, or birth and death. Which is desirable? Which is to be avoided? The
dualistic mind is drawn to what is “good” or “positive”—creation and birth—but
imagine a world where nothing since the beginning of existence was ever destroyed;
nothing ever died. You cannot. It would be chaos, and madness.The non-dualistic mind
recognizes creation arising from destruction and destruction the culmination of
creation, birth arising from death and death the culmination of birth, then back again.
These events are complementary and interdependent, effortless and fluid, forever
maintaining an equilibrium, a non-governing homeostasis in the totality of the natural
world.The following story is adapted from a well-known Taoist parable about a farmer
and his horse (塞翁失馬，焉知非福):Near the northern border of China, there lived a
farmer who owned a magnificent mare, acclaimed throughout the region. Not only
beautiful and fast, the horse also pulled the farmer’s plow through the fields.One
morning following a raging storm, the farmer went out to discover that the fence had
been damaged and his prized mare had disappeared. His neighbor, always a bit envious
of the farmer and his mare, heard the news and snickered. Quietly gratified, he
dropped by to visit the farmer.“I heard that your horse ran off,” the neighbor called
out. “What a shame.”To which the farmer replied, “Sure, I suppose so.”Puzzled, the
neighbor walked off, What do you mean you suppose so? It IS a shame that your horse
ran off. Too bad for you.A few days later, the farmer looked out and spotted his mare
back on the farm. Not only had his mare come home, but it had returned with three
wild horses.Upon hearing the news, the farmer’s neighbor felt slightly irritated, I can’t
believe it. He now has four horses.Once again, the neighbor went to pay the farmer a
visit.“I see your mare has returned and brought back with her three wild horses,” he
said to the farmer, adding with a note of insincerity, “That’s great. You’re the luckiest
person in the village.”To which the farmer replied, “Sure, I suppose so.”Shaking his
head, the neighbor returned home, muttering, “What do you mean you suppose so? You
have the finest mare in the village and now three wild horses. I have one old, sick mare.
You ARE lucky.”The next day the farmer’s teen-aged son decided to train one of the
wild horses. After choosing the most spirited of the three, he clambered atop,
whereupon the untamed horse bucked and tossed the son into the air. Tumbling to the
ground with an unsettling crack, the young man broke his leg.The farmer’s neighbor,
predictably, returned to the farmer’s house, “I’m so sorry to hear about your son. Now
you’ll have to do all your farm work by yourself. That’s tough. I guess getting those
three horses was bad luck after all.”To which the farmer replied, “Sure, I suppose
so.”The neighbor could hardly disguise a smirk as he left, You suppose so? You’re nuts!
Two weeks later, war broke out with the country to the north. Military officials and
soldiers soon arrived at the village and began forcibly conscripting young men into the
army. They came to the house of the farmer’s neighbor and took away his eldest son.



The neighbor then led them to the house of the farmer and shouted, “War has broken
out! Military officials want to talk with you!” The farmer came out of his house, with
his son hobbling behind him. The officials, seeing that the young man’s leg was broken,
turned away, saying, “He’s useless. Let’s go.”The neighbor stared at the farmer in
disbelief. The farmer, glancing back at his neighbor, shrugged his shoulders and stepped
back into his house.
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Ed Barton, “Favorite Translation. This is my favorite translation of the Tao Te Ching.
Complete with commentary and scholarly research into the translation, this version is
the one to have in your library. Thought provoking, with significant depth and timeless
wisdom, the Tao Te Ching is a gateway to Taoist philosophy and Confucian thought. A
must read.”

Joe Stefan, “Practical Tao Te Ching. Good book. Good for the average American
reader.Need not be a scholoar.”
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